Abstract. Citrus huanglongbing disease is an important disease of citrus species, which leads to the change of chemical composition in leaves. The infrared technique may be advantageous to characterize the chemical differences between Huanglongbing infected and healthy leaves rapidly and nondestructively. In this study, the near-infrared spectra of citrus leaves were obtained in the field by using MicroNIR 1700 Spectrometer, and then precision detection of citrus HLB-associated bacteria (Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus, CLas) by RT-qPCR for verification. The method of Soft Independent Modeling of Class Analogy(SIMCA) and Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA) was used to establish the qualitative discriminant models of HLB diagnosis, and using first derivative and Savitzky-Golay for further data processing. The results showed that the correct rejection rate of Principal Component Analyses (PCA) model of CLas-negative leaves was more than 80%, and correct recognition rate of CLas-positive leaves was more than 95% in different citrus orchards from the field. The correct rejection rate of PLS-DA model of CLas-negative leaves was more than 83%, and correct recognition rate of CLas-positive leaves was more than 99% in different citrus orchard from the field. Both models were well distinguished whether the citrus leaves were CLas-negative or CLas-positive(even if the citrus leaves was asymptomatic), which provided a new method for the rapid diagnosis and early warning of HLB in the field.
Introduction
Citrus huanglongbing (HLB) is caused by the phloem-limiting bacteria, Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas). It is a devastating disease of citrus, also known as a serious threat to the citrus industry in worldwide, that has greatly affected citrus production and resulted in great economic losses [1] . Typical symptoms of CLaspositive citrus trees are yellowing of leaves and shoots, with mottled or blotchy leaves. Fruit from CLas-positive trees are small and malformed, or asymmetric [2] . CLaspositive citrus trees often act as a source of inoculum and cause further spread of the disease in field, for which no cure has been found. Therefore, rapidly identification and removal of CLas-positive trees are useful for reduce the spread of HLB in citrus orchards and economic losses. However, traditional field assessment based on characteristics symptom is difficult since they resemble other diseases (such as stubborn disease and tristeza) and nutritional deficiencies [3] [4] [5] . At present, laboratory techniques, such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) provide accurate detection of HLB [6] , but PCR is an expensive and time-consuming process. Therefore, an easy-to-use, fast, accurate, and inexpensive HLB diagnostic approach is greatly needed, especially for small growers to monitor their orchard and control the spread of the disease.
Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) detects the stretching and bending of CH, NH, and OH functional groups caused by the light absorption of organic molecules from 350nm to 2500nm, and it has the potential to detect the chemical -fingerprint‖ of a specific citrus leaves [7, 8] . Changes in spectral reflectance can indicate physiological stress in trees that result from the changes in photosynthetic pigments such as chlorophyll, carotenoids and other factors [9, 10] . The spectral reflectance from the tree canopy in the visible and infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectra can be used as an indication of plant stress. Spectroscopy in the range of visible and near infrared has been investigated for disease detection in a great variety of crops since it is a rapid and non-destructive tool that can be used in real-time crop assessment under field conditions [11] .
With improvements in spatial, spectral and temporal resolution of remote sensing, multispectral imagery remains advantageous due to its real-time or near real-time imagery for visual assessment [12] . In another spectroscopy study, it was shown that the reflection of dried ground leaves in the mid-infrared band can be used to determine the HLB status of a sample with >95% accuracy [5] . Perez has demonstrated that Raman spectroscopy can be discriminated between orange plants HLB-positive and healthy plants with PCA-LDA analysis. The results of PCA-LDA analysis showed a sensitivity of 86.9%, a specificity of 91.4%, and a precision of 89.2%. They proposed that Raman spectroscopy combined with PCA-LDA could be applied as a rapid pre-diagnostic methodology, which has the advantage of being a non-invasive optical technique. And it is easy to conduct and only requires a very compact set-up, meaning that it can be portable and produces immediate results [13] .
Based on previous studies, the present research aims to use the MicroNIR 1700 Spectrometer with chemometrics analysis to establish qualitative discrimination models and find the best way to scan the spectrum, as a rapid and cost-effective way to determine whether plants (both symptomatic and asymptomatic) were CLaspositive or not, as an alternative for rapid detection during the phytosanitary epidemiological surveillance activities, prior to undergoing molecular confirmatory DNA and RT-qPCR analysis.
Materials and Methods

Samples
121 CLas-negative citrus leaves (including symptomatic or asymptomatic) and 176 CLas-positive samples are used to establish models. All citrus leaves were picked from Citrus reticulate Blanco orchards of Guangzhou Fuhe (23°44′N, 113°69′E), and each tree was 6-years-old and about 250-300 cm tall. Each sample used in the experiment must be tested by RT-qPCR to determine whether it carries the CLas or not, the RT-qPCR components and conditions were those described by Li et al, and the primers HLBasf/HLBasr and the probe HLBp, which were designed to amplify the 16S rDNA gene of CLas were used [14] .The threshold cycle (C t ) from the PCR analysis indicates the presence or absence of CLas bacteria infected in leaves. C t >32 is considered as CLas-negative, while C t <30 is considered CLas-positive.
Data Collection
The near-infrared absorption spectra of samples were collected by MicroNIR 1700 Spectrometer (JDSU Co., Ltd, American) with a steel plate as scanning background, 0.5s scan speed of each sample in the wave number range of 910-1650nm. The steel plate was specially designed which has low spectral absorption, suitable reflectivity and refractive index. In this study, 6 different scanning methods were used to collect spectrum to find the most suitable method for leaves scanning of citrus leaves, they are front blade side, back blade side, front blade midrib, back blade midrib, front blade edge, back blade edge, respectively. Each scanning method was repeated 3 times, and the near-infrared raw spectra of different citrus leaves are shown in Figure1.
Data Analysis
Preprocessing of The Spectra. The calibration and validation spectral datasets collected from samples were preprocessed before further analysis. The spectra of all samples were exported to The unscrambler software and divided per class samples into two groups, taking every alternate sample as calibration (training) set and remaining as validation (testing) set [15] . There have 101 calibration samples and 20 validation samples of CLas-negative samples, at the same time, CLas-positive samples were divided into 133 calibration samples and 43 validation samples.
The preprocessed (normalized) spectral reflectance data were used to calculate the first derivatives based on Savitzky-Golay filtering. This correction will bring the spectra to a common baseline by pulling out changes in the Y-axis and increases the signal-to-noise ratio [16, 17] . In Savitzky-Golay filtering, an unweighted linear leastsquare fit based on polynomial equation is used to calculate the filter coefficients. Spectral regions dominated by noise were excluded. The Savitzky-Golay filtering performs data smoothing, in addition to calculating the derivatives. In the meantime, the number of principal components (PCs) is an important parameter that greatly affects discrimination results of NIRS models. Previous practices indicated that more complicated samples were more principal components needed [18] , the model have maximum accuracy when meet suitable principal component number [18, 19] . Underfitting will occur when the number of principal components too low [20] . Usually, the symptoms of HLB were often considered as a complicated samples, which often confusion with the symptoms of nutrient deficiency. Therefore, 10, 15, 20 were used as the principal component number after repeated screening, and compared the prediction accuracy of the models in the experiment. Another factor that affects the quality of the model is smoothing point [14] . The selection of smoothing points is an essential step in Savitzky-Golay filtering. In the process of model building, the smoothing points also affected accuracy of the the models were found. At last, models when the smoothing number was 3, 5, 7 and 9 under different PCs were established respectively.
Different datasets were generated to determine the most suitable method for detecting CLas-positive samples. The datasets used were summarized as follows: raw data, a first derivatives and 3 smoothing point in Savitzky-Golay filtering (SG-1 st 3 smoothing point) dataset, a first derivatives and 5 smoothing point in Savitzky-Golay filtering (SG-1 st 5 smoothing point) dataset, a first derivatives and 7 smoothing point in Savitzky-Golay filtering (SG-1 st 7 smoothing point) dataset, a first derivatives and 9 smoothing point in Savitzky-Golay filtering (SG-1 st 9 smoothing point) dataset, derived from preprocessed raw data. And every dataset saved with different number of PCs (10, 15, 20) , respectively.
Chemometric Analysis. The initial examination of the average spectra showed considerable overlap between different species. In this study, the calibration samples was developed using principal component analyses (PCA) and partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) including CLas-negative and CLas-positive using the leave-one-out cross validation samples.
PCA (mean centred) full cross validation option and constant weight to all variables was performed to investigate clustering of samples in different groups [21] . In this study, PCA was then performed using the complete spectra (including all wave number ranges and subsets of these ranges), before and after pre-processing of spectral data. PLS-DA is performed using an exclusive binary coding. The predicted origins seldom lead to a binary result not exactly equal 0 or 1 but to a result near 0 or 1, which is justified by the natural variability of the sample constituents. PLS-DA allows modeling several response variables (Y). In calibration datasets, the Y value of CLas-negative samples is -0‖, while the Y value of CLas-positive is -1‖ in this study. For PLS-DA, the values of root mean error of calibration (RMSEC), coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) were used to identify a better calibration and validation. The RMSEC value is used as an indication of the uncertainty in the calibration model, while the R 2 value and RMSEP were determined for the validation data sets in prediction samples [22] . In order to establish a more practical model, R 2 , RMESP and SEP were used in our PLS-DA model. The formula of R 2 as in Eq. (1): (1) where n is the number of spectra for the calibration, y i is the quantity of lipid present in the mixture corresponding to the spectrum i, y i is the quantity of lipid estimated by the model with spectrum i and y is the average of all reference measurements values in the calibration set.
The formula of RMESP as in Eq. (2): (2) where n p is the number of spectra in the prediction set, y pi is the quantity of lipid measured with another technique for spectrum i, y p1 is the estimated amount of lipids y the model using spectrum i [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Classification of Samples
Soft Independent Modeling of Class Analogy (SIMCA), another multivariate classification model based on collection of PCA models, was used to predict class memberships using validation samples at 5% confidence interval level. SIMCA class models were interpreted based on class projections, misclassifications, discriminating power, and interclass distances. In SIMCA-based classification, as a part of model development, the PC scores were generated for each class based on the variation in each class, rather than utilizing the overall variation in the data. The models residuals were then used for classification of unknown samples [2] .
Different PCA models were established by different type of samples and parameters, the calibration datasets of CLas-negative samples and CLas-positive samples were respectively established their PCA models. Validation datasets of CLasnegative samples and CLas-positive samples were put into its corresponding PCA models, counted results to determine the best model and best preprocess parameters, and the most suitable method for the spectra scanning of citrus leaves. Different from SIMCA, one PLS-DA model with two types of calibration datasets but different parameters was just need established. Then validation datasets were put into PLS-DA model, and counted results to determine the best model and the best preprocess parameters.
Field Applicability Verification
Two different citrus orchards samples were applied to verify the model applicability of the field, and each orchard by five point random sampling method for sampling. East, West, South, north and Middle, each azimuth represents a point. Collecting 33 samples in each of azimuth, each of the citrus orchards were sampled 165, and two citrus orchards were sampled 330. The results of RT-qPCR showed that 297 were CLas-positive, while 33 were CLas-negative. After preprocessing the NIRS of these samples, then input PCA model and PLS-DA model for classification, respectively.
Statistical Analyses
The data were analyzed using SPSS software version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Nie et al, Chicago, IL, USA), and the Unscrambler 9.8 software. In this study, correct recognition rate and correct rejection rate were used to evaluate the predictive ability of the PCA model. The higher the correct recognition rate and the correct rejection rate, the better the prediction ability of the model.
Correct recognition rate= N r / N 1 ×100% Correct rejection rate= N re / N 2 ×100% Nr-correctly identify the sample number of the sample itself; N 1 -the number of samples from the same source; N re -correctly reject the number of samples from other sources; N 2 -the number of samples from other sources.
For PLS-DA model, the R 2 , RMSEP and SEP were used to identify its quantitative. R 2 closer to the 1, the relationship between the predictive value and the real value of the correction model is better. The lower and closer of the RMSEP and SEP value, indicating the better the performance of the model is and the higher the prediction accuracy [21, 24, 27] .
Results and Discussion
Classification Results of PCA Model
As shown in Figure 2 , the green area represented the CLas-negative samples, red area represented CLas-positive samples. The visual of PCA model can distinguish between CLas-negative and CLas-positive samples. Description of the above two types of calibration datasets has the basic ability of discriminant analysis, which can verify the validation samples, and then calculate the specific classification accuracy. The classification results of PCA models under different scanning methods and different spectral pretreatment methods were shown in Table 1 . After SG first derivative processing, in addition to the back blade edge method, the maximum correct recognition rate of the other scanning methods were all more than 79%. Among them, the back blade midrib scan method for spectra data by SG-1 st 3 smoothing point, when PCs value was 10, 15 and 20, the correct recognition rate was high up to 96.83%. The model classification accuracy of all the parameters in the back blade midrib scan mode was above 87%, and the overall classification accuracy was more than 93% after SG first derivative preprocessing. At the same time, although the front blade edge method for SG-1 st 5 smoothing point, when PCs value was 10, the correct recognition rate was also 96.83%. However, the classification accuracy will reduce when the PCs was changed, indicated that the change of the PCs has great influence on the classification ability of the model, and the stability of the PCA model under this parameter was not good. The classification accuracy of the back blade midrib scanning method was the highest. The results showed that the difference PCs were not affected the model's classification ability, so the stability of the PCA model was the best one with respect to the other scanning method and preprocess parameters.
Related research also showed that the CLas was first through the petiole infect midrib, then harm leaves and finally influence of diseased trees overall development, and under-fitting will occur when the number of PCs too low and the number of PCs too high will lead to over-fitting. Therefore, the back blade midrib scanning method was the optimal and the SG-1 st 3 smoothing point and15 PCs was the best preprocess parameter. 
Classification Results of PLS-DA Model
The spectral data of the optimal scanning method (back blade midrib scan method) was obtained in 3. 1, then PLS-DA analysis was carried out, and the model was optimized to determine the qualitative discriminant model of PLS-DA. After processing the raw data by PLS-DA method, the CLas-negative samples and CLaspositive samples were correctly classified by the models (Fig. 3) . Because the R 2 value closer to the 1, and the lower the RMSEP value, the closer the RMSEP and SEP value, indicating the better the performance of the model is and the higher the prediction accuracy. After the SG-1 st 7 smoothing point preprocess, the R 2 =0.970317, RMSEP=0.080198, SEP=0.074656, the validation datasets classification accuracy up to 100%, compared with other groups, the result was more satisfied with the model evaluation criteria. So the best preprocess parameter for optimal PLS-DA model was the SG-1 st 7 smoothing point and 15 PCs. The samples of two different citrus orchards were preprocessed according to the optimum parameters for PCA and PLS-DA model, and then carried on the classification analysis (Table 3 ). The classification results of PCA and PLS-DA model showed that the correct recognition rate was all above 95%, the highest reached 100%, meanwhile the correct rejection rate was all above 80%, and the maximum is 86.67%. The high classification ability of the two models was proved. Whether the correct rejection rate or correct recognition rate, the correct verification rate of the two orchards used PLS-DA model were all higher than that of the PCA model, indicating that the discriminant analysis ability of PLS-DA model was better than that of the PCA model. At the same time, comparing the classification results of two models and the actual results of RT-qPCR detection, in order to determine the applicability of the two models, the chi-square test were carried out to classification results of the field and the actual results of RT-qPCR detection. The results displayed that there no significant difference between the results of RT-qPCR detection and both PCA and PLS-DA models classification (p>0.05). It suggested that the samples could be correctly classified by PCA and PLS-DA models in field. 
Conclusions
Rapid diagnosis of HLB in field is the precondition for HLB control. The application of MicroNIR 1700 Spectrometer in conjunction with chemometric analysis (SIMCA and PLS-DA) of spectral data to predict the presence HLB of citrus leaves was investigation in this study. The results indicated that statistical classifier models such as PCA and PLS-DA could distinguish between CLas-negative and CLas-positive leaves with high classification accuracies of greater than 80%, maximum up to 100%.
Comparison of multiple experimental results, we found the classification accuracy and discriminant analysis ability of PLS-DA model was better than that of the PCA model, and the most suitable method of near infrared spectrum scanning method was also found(the back blade midrib scan method). It indicated that MicroNIR 1700 Spectrometer has potential to detected HLB with optimal model and the best preprocess parameter for data, even if the citrus leaves was asymptomatic CLaspositive. However, the evaluate of applicability of MicroNIR 1700 Spectrometer in predicting different commercial citrus species that easily infected with HLB disease, and the quantity of CLas in each disease samples with quantitative models were also necessary. Some of these aspects would be involved in the future studies.
